Minutes of the Competitions Steering Group Meeting
Held on Saturday 22 June 2019,
The Meriden Suite, Quality Hotel, Allesley, Coventry CV5 9BA
Chairman: Dewi Parry (DP) (Wales)

Vice Chairman: Grace Millbank (GM) (East Midlands Area)

Present: Edward Dungait (ED) (Northern Area), Alice Giles (AG) (South West Area), Esyllt Ellis Jones (EEJ) (Wales), Lisa
Legge (LL) (West Midlands Area), Rachel Parker (RP) (Northern Area – Co-option to Competitions), David Hamer (DH)
(Tug of War Representative)
Part Meeting: Katie Hall (KH) (NFYFC Chair), Delme Harris (NFYFC Board of Management Chair),
Observers: Beatrice Dyer (South West Area), David Fellows (West Midlands Area), Dan Grist (DG) (South West Area),
Michelle Batting (MB) (South West Area)
In attendance: Margaret Bennett (MB) (NFYFC Competitions Officer), Lauren Hancox (LH) (NFYFC Competitions and
Events)

1.

Opening remarks - Dewi welcomed the group to the meeting.

2.

Apologies for Absence - Grace Millbank (Vice-Chair)(East Midlands Area), Fay Thomas (English Winter Fair
Representative) (West Midlands Area and Ex-offico), Charlotte Tomkins (Eastern Area), Jack Garwood (Eastern
Area), Drew Bailey (East Midlands Area), Katie Sanderson (Northern Area), Matthew Rose (South East Area),
Matt Hosken (South West Area), Rob Mollatt (West Midlands Area), John James (Co-Option to Competitions,
Wales), Kate Edginton (Co-Option to Competitions, South West Area)

3.

To confirm minutes of previous meeting (16th February, 2019) – The minutes of the previous meeting were
confirmed a true and correct record. Proposed by RP and seconded by AG.

Matters arising from steering group minutes
4.1. Competition Budget & Fundraising to date – MB provided a report on the Competitions Budget and expenditure
since the last meeting. A 20% reduction on spend is needed – the group discussed ways this could be achieved
such as lower costs venues, using judges/stewards that live locally to finals and approaching new sponsors.
The accounts as at June, 2019 - £9,882.00 income and £5,923.42 expenditure to note that during July, August,
and September this will be the period where the most money is spent. Savings would now be made at
competitions day as sponsor had come forward for the Fencing Competition. Wherever possible money would
be saved.
4.2. Scottish Stockjudging videos – LH had contacted the Scottish Association of Young Farmers and they were happy
for NFYFC to use these videos as training aids
4.3. Feasibility of Stockjudging competition and outcome of discussions – Lynsey Martin to feed back to group.
Lynsey was not present at Council weekend so feedback was unavailable.
4.4. English Speaking Union (ESU) – LH had contacted The English Speaking Union regarding the After Dinner
Speaking competition. The ESU liked the competition and felt that 5 members per team was suitable, the ESU
would like to work with NFYFC on future speaking competitions.
4.5. Stockjudging Scoring App – Essex YFC/Nidderdale YFC – MB explained NFYFC had been approached by an
associate member regarding use of and promotion of a Stockjudging mobile phone app he had created. The
app works in a similar way to a Ready Reckoner; however, it does not keep a record of scores or calculate
competitor’s positions (1st, 2nd, 3rd etc). The app costs £3.99 to download. The app was discussed at length
within the steering group. LL was in favour of using the traditional Ready Reckoner. EEJ was also in favour of
the Ready Reckoner. DF commented that without the ability for the app to keep track of scores, he could not

4.

see how it would be beneficial. The app will be trialled by Yorkshire YFC at the Great Yorkshire Show. Feedback
will be discussed at the October CSG meeting.


Action Points
o Feedback on Stockjudging App is required – Yorkshire YFC
o Feedback on feasibility of Stockjudging Competitions in current format – Lynsey Martin

To receive relevant correspondence
Letters received – to be discussed under the headings of the competitions if applicable
5.2. Second Form of ID when signing in to competitions – A letter had been received from a member concerned that
over the age of 18 a photographic ID needed to be provided with their membership card when booking in. AG
asked if this referred to only Tug of War. DP – no this refers to all competitions to ensure the person signing in
is who they say they are. LL commented that WMA had experienced issues with competitors who had
misplaced their ID; DF asked if a photograph on a phone would count as proof of ID? DP said that yes, it would
count. ED told the group that those booking in to NA competitions without a second form of ID were not able
to compete. AG asked if a competitor really did not possess a second form of photographic ID, would a letter
from the County Office stating their lack of ID allow them to compete? DP said it would, however, it would not
be accepted on the day – it would have to be sent to NFYFC prior to the competition. AG suggested adding this
on to general rules/competitor notes. LH & MB to add on to rules wording regarding an advanced warning from
competitors with no second form of ID.
5.3. Comments received regarding Junior Public Speaking. A letter had been received from a judge regarding
‘Repeating the Question’ and that it seemed unnecessary. The request is noted in ‘How-to’ guide. DP read the
letter to the group and asked if they felt it should be removed from the guide. The group decided this should
be removed.

5.

5.1.



6.
6.1.

Action Points
o Add wording to rules regarding a letter confirming a competitor has no second form of ID – LH/MB
o Remove the request to ‘Repeat the Question’ in Junior Public Speaking – LH/MB
Selection of Chief Stewards
Training – new stewards are required, especially Chief Stewards. The group were asked to discuss this in their
Counties and feedback to NFYFC with any suggestions for Chief Stewards. This role would suit members who
are perhaps coming to the end of their YFC competing time but want to stay involved with the organisation. LL
told the group that she would like to train to Chief Steward, however she was often the designated supervisor
for younger members and therefore unable to steward. CSG to feedback names of those wanting to train as
Chief Stewards to NFYFC.



Action Points
o CSG to feedback names of those wanting to train as Chief Stewards to NFYFC. – All CSG

6.2.

Competitions Representation for the National Finals
Reduction from 600 – 500 members– This was discussed in the last Competitions Steering Group and was to be
taken to the main Council Meeting as an Agenda Item on 23rd June 2019. Prior to the council meeting this
required discussion in Competitions Steering Group. A spreadsheet of updated membership numbers was
circulated amongst the group. DP explained that this was a discussion for the Competitions Steering Group and
a decision was needed for the Council meeting on Sunday 23rd to approve. A spreadsheet showing the results
of a drop to 540 opposed to 600 was circulated (this would be a reduction in line with the reduction in
membership). This figure would set an incentive to recruit new members. LL thought her county may lose
interest in competitions if they were not able to send a second team and recommended that the reduction
should be made. WMA felt they lost out, especially in Performing Arts competitions where they were only able
to send one team. AG & DG explained things were done differently in South West Area, a ‘gentleman’s
agreement’ is in place where each County sends one team through to Area finals. The outcome of the 500/600
would make no difference to their area. DP asked the room to vote on whether representation at competition
finals should be A: 1 per 600 or B: 1 per 500. ED/NA would like to keep the representation the same. LL
suggested taking one team from each area to National Finals. KH had joined the meeting for this topic; she
asked the room for their thoughts on the Regional Finals. DG often competed at Regionals and felt they lacked

6.3.

6.4.





atmosphere and audience compared to Area and National Finals. DP asked the room to propose a vote on
removing Regional Finals from the Competitions Programme, effective immediately. LL proposed and ED
seconded, Council to approve that the Regional Finals of Performing Arts and Public Speaking are both
removed from the competitions programme from 2019/2020. After the decision was made on Regional Finals
the room returned to discussing representation – the removal of Regional Finals will make a difference to team
numbers at National Finals. DP asked the room LL proposed changing representation to 1 per 500. Nobody
seconded this. EEJ felt that a drop to 500 would cause a loss of incentive to recruit and would set a precedent
that may see membership falling again and again. RP proposed keeping representation the same. ED seconded
this. The decision went to a vote, 3 votes for keeping representation the same, 2 to drop to 500 and 3
abstentions. It was agreed to leave the representation of 1 per 600 the same however, Counties are asked to
discuss whether this should stay the same for Public Speaking and Performing Arts OR there should be one
team from each Area. Further discussion required with a decision to be made at the October meeting.
Regarding the removal of the Regional Finals, this would need to be discussed further and representatives were
asked to take this back to Areas. There are two options especially for the Performing Arts – a) to have only one
team from each Area which would give a total of 7 Teams on the day of the final or c) the full allocation of
teams based on membership this would give 10 Teams. It was hoped that the performing arts competition
would be held on one day. However, a timetable would be drawn up to see if this was feasible. If this was to
be done then the Technical Time would be reduced to ½ an hour per team and this would be for only the main
backstage helpers, such as lighting, sound, scenery etc. To note that South East and Eastern Area at present do
not send teams to the final at present. – The 10 or 7 teams at the National Finals would also apply to the three
public speaking competitions as detailed above.
Council to Note
Council to Approve
o Regional Finals of Performing Arts and Public Speaking removed from Competitions Programme from
2019/2020
Action Points
o Discussion is required on representation at Performing Arts and Public Speaking Finals. One
team/competitor from each area OR representation of one team/competitor per 600 members

Review of Competitions since the last meeting
Regional Finals
rd
7.1.1. Northern Regional Final - Public Speaking – on 23 March 2019 – Elizabethan Academy, Retford Northern
Speaking One team dropped out of the After Dinner Speaking from Eastern Area, there was no team to
replace them so only three teams took part - No fines in any competition
th
7.1.2. Northern Regional Final –Entertainments – on 24 March 2019, The Majestic Theatre, Retford –– 3 Teams
took part. One £20 fine given for no membership card. No dropouts however, Eastern Area did not hold
this competition so were not present at Area. Lack of audience watching.
rd
7.1.3. Southern Regional Final - Public Speaking – on 23 March 2019, Hartpury College, Gloucestershire - No
dropouts or fines – venue free of charge.
th
7.1.4. Southern Regional Final – Entertainments - on 24 March 2019, The Bacon Theatre, Cheltenham - Three
£20 fines given for no membership cards – extra space was needed for dressing areas and comments from
the Bacon Theatre re additional staff. £80 + VAT for additional dressing space. A discussion took place on
cast sizes. This related to both Regional and National Finals.
th
7.2. Final of Performing Arts (Entertainments) – The Spa Centre, Leamington Spa –Sunday, 12 May, 2019 - No
fines and no dropouts. Theatre worked well – tickets sold by the Box Office – each team was allocated tickets
for all their cast members free of charge – a discussion took place regarding free tickets for casts and whether
there should be a limit on the size of casts. DP explained the logistical challenges of a large cast size to the CSG
and how this incurs extra costs for dressing rooms etc. CSG to discuss a limit on cast sizes after feedback from
Counties and Areas. Ticket prices were also discussed. WMA charge their cast to watch performances – this
helps with costs of holding competition. DP asked the room if they felt competitors should pay. AG said yes –
but a reduced rate. The CSG agreed to this and from 2020 (Drama) competitors will pay £5 per ticket if they
wish to watch performances. Comments from Eardisley, Cornwall and Shropshire were received and read out
by DP. Eardisley requested that only the top three teams should have been read out. DG asked if judges could
be as follows: 2 NODA and 1 Ex-YFC member (or associate member). DF asked if it would be suitable to ask a
past ‘Best Actor/Actress’ winner. DP suggested taking this to County/Area to discuss and feeding back.

7.

7.1.

7.3.
7.4.




Member of the Year 18 & Over - won by Cumbria. Competitors liked the venue as they were able to dip in and
out of the AGM Meeting. They also liked that the competition was over 1 day instead of two.
Body of Persons – report received. Good feedback from WCC. Inspection from Warwickshire CC at National
Entertainments Final went smoothly and all teams co-operated with just minor recommendations received –
MB read through the report to the group. Signs to be made for future competitions: ‘No Photography in Under
18 Dressing Room’
Council to Note
o From 2020 Drama, Competitors will pay £5 per ticket if they wish to watch other teams perform
Action Points
o Discussion is required on a limit to cast sizes – to be fed back at October Council weekend – All CSG
o Discussion on Judges for future Performing Arts – Should it be 2 NODA/GODA and 1 Associate YFC
member – All CSG
o Signs to be made ‘No photography in Under 18 Dressing Room’ - LH

Meetings/site visits since previous meeting
8.1. English Winter Fair – MB provided an update from the English Winter Fair committee. To note that competitors
will be judging Beef and Sheep Live and Carcase at the 2019 English Winter Fair Competitions.

8.

UPCOMING COMPETITIONS FOR 2018/19 (Matters Arising/Final Plans)
MB and LH reiterated to the group the importance of using the correct Entry Forms at an Area level. In 2019 some
Areas had received entries via text - it is not acceptable to text someone the teams names! It is important that
NFYFC entry forms are used and filled out using SILO to ensure NFYFC have the correct details for competitors. LH
asked the group to feed back to county offices the importance of having correct email addresses/phone numbers
on SILO. This is to be reiterated back to Counties and Areas.
th
9.1. Competitions Day, County Showground, Stafford, Saturday, 6 July 2019
9.1.1. Reading (14 & Under)
9.1.2. Public Speaking (16 & Under)
9.1.3. Brainstrust (21 & under)
9.1.4. After Dinner Speaking (26 & under) - After Dinner Speaking – A letter had been received from a judge
stating that organisations/associations used for the toasts must be real so that teams can Google the
information for speeches etc beforehand. The group discussed the letter and decided that to keep the
competition fair the associations used must be either ALL real or ALL false. Public Speaking Teams in
General – feedback was received from a team after their first experience as a County at Regional Level
competitions. They felt they were unprepared for the standard at Area/Regional as their area had not had
many entries in this competition. More practices need to be held before competing at Areas/Regional
Finals – Counties could ask neighbouring Counties within different Areas to help them practice.
9.1.5. Member of the Year (17 & under)
9.1.6. Situations Vacant (16-21) – an email had been received from Devon regarding Skype interviews for the
competition. A Devon member had qualified for NFYFC Finals at SWA however, she had to attend a
wedding on the day of the final so could not be there. This information was given to NFYFC incredibly late,
the member in question had qualified in March and only notified NFYFC when the schedules for the day
had been published, therefore it would have been unfair to allow this at such a late stage in the
competition. The group discussed allowing Skype at the finals of this competition. LL felt it was unfair. DG
did not see there being any advantage over other competitors if a competitor used Skype. EEJ said that
Wales found Skyping to be an excuse for those who did not wish to travel to finals. In Wales Skype is only
allowed if there is a genuine reason and this reason is given to organisers well in advance, for competitors
not attending. DP suggested adding wording to Situation Vacant Rules that Skype would only be allowed in
exceptional circumstances and notification had to be sent into NFYFC prior to the competition.
9.1.7. Clay Pigeon Shooting (26 & under and 17 & under and Ladies) - all competing members need to be 14
years of age on the 1st September, 2018
9.1.7.1. Additional stewards are needed for this competition - BASC are providing a Stewards and
Sponsorship for this competition
9.1.8. Cube Exhibit (26 & Under)
9.

Auctioneering (26 & Under) – feedback required from Areas that have held this competition - feedback
from Staffordshire was read out by DP all very positive.
9.1.10. Fence Erecting (Corner Fence) (3x 26 & Under) – no comments received.
9.1.11. Farm Safety Skills – Back to team of 4 format with Foreman for 2018/2019 Competition – Farm Safety
Foundation will be involved in the competition B&B Tractors, Massey Ferguson and Kuhn were supporting
this competition.
9.1.12. Show Choir – comments were received from Staffordshire & Shropshire regarding musical
accompaniment. Rules state ‘The accompaniment must be purely instrumental and must not contain any
vocals’. In future competitions this rule will be taken out – instrumental can be created using vocals for
future choir competitions.
9.1.13. Ballroom Dancing – Feedback from Areas - Team disqualified in North for disorderly behaviour at Area
round.
9.1.14. Body of Persons Exemption granted for Ballroom and Choir Competitions – A BOPA has been granted for
Choir and Ballroom finals in Staffordshire. Teams must comply with regulations and provide paperwork
required by local authorities. Inspection for Safeguarding Staffs CC – following on from the BOPA
approval, NFYFC are expecting an inspection from Staffordshire County Council on Competitions Day.
9.1.15. Outside Exhibitors & Sponsorship – MB let the group know that there would be outside supporters
present and activities happening during Competitions Day 2019. These include an EASI ATV course, BASC
Clay Pigeon Simulator and The Lions would be present doing Diabetes testing. Regular Sponsors will return
for 2019 including Massey Ferguson, B&B Tractors, KUHN, Farm Safety Foundation and Rutland Fencing.
New sponsor Estate Wire (part of Arcelor Mittal) will also be present and supporting during the day.
9.1.16. Raffle – A raffle will take place on Competitions Day. Prizes include JCB merchandise, B&B stay, Game Fair
tickets etc. please ask people to support this as it goes towards the Competition Expenses.
9.1.9.

9.2.

9.3.

9.4.

9.5.

9.6.

Sports Day – Staffordshire, Sunday, 7th July 2019. Working with Governing Bodies – Stafford Grammar School
9.2.1. Mixed Rounders (10-16)
9.2.2. Mixed Touch Rugby (14 - 17)
9.2.3. Mixed Netball (16 – 26)
Dairy Stockjudging & Sheep Shearing – Yorkshire Agricultural Society – Great Yorkshire Show – 9th and 11th
July, 2019
th
9.3.1. Dairy Stockjudging (U16, U21 & U26) – 11 July, 2019
th
9.3.2. Sheep Shearing ( 26 & Under)– Tuesday, 9 July, 2019 incorporated into YAS Competitions
9.3.2.1. British Wool - Blue Seal training for YFC members – over 100 members have benefitted from the
reduced training. It is hoped that this would be held again in the future.
Tug of War Championships – Tenbury Show – Saturday, 3rd August, 2019
9.4.1. Ladies & Men’s Tug of War
9.4.2. GENSB Tug of War
9.4.3. Potential 5 Nations Tug of War Contest – DH would like to revisit the potential of this at a later date.
th
9.4.4. Permits for holding Tug of War Competitions – Saturday, 20 June, 2020 to be avoided as it is the National
Tug of War Championships. To note that the NFYFC Final.
Stockjudging Competitions – Saturday 31st August and Sunday, 1st September, 2019 - Suggestions for
Stewards & Judges needed– RP and DF both offered to steward the Finals
9.5.1. Stockman of the Year – Senior
9.5.2. Project and Vet Tasks – Saturday – Project revamped by Judge – MB to feedback to group
9.5.3. Sponsorship ABP and Woodstream (Rutland Fencing)
9.5.4. Stockman of the Year – Junior
9.5.5. Identification of Meat and VET questionnaire
9.5.6. Venue – The Wright Family, Dawtry Cottage Farm, Cannock have hosted the competition for the previous
two years.
Malvern Autumn Show – Saturday, 28th and Sunday, 29th September, 2019 - Cookery and Floral Art –
9.6.1. Competitor Notes to be sent out via email at the beginning of September followed by post containing
tickets to County Offices as soon as possible thereafter.

Cookery – Saturday 28th September – new judges to be sourced for cookery finals 2019. B– MB to contact
Ben for judge recommendations. Competitors are reminded to be aware of food allergies (nut allergy for
example) and position competitors with allergies as far away as possible from any potential allergens.
th
9.6.3. Floral Art – Sunday 29 September
9.6.3.1. CSG agreed that NAFAS judges are to be used for 2018 – 19 competition along with their rules. Rules
have been amended to NAFAS
9.6.2.



Action Points
o A reminder to all Counties/Areas to use the correct Entry Forms for competitions – MB/LH & All CSG
o Correct contact details on to SILO – All CSG to feedback to offices
o In future After Dinner Speaking Competitions, association/organisations used must be either ALL real or
ALL false to ensure fairness – LH/MB
o Situations Vacant rules to include wording that Skype would only be allowed in exceptional
circumstances with written confirmation from County Offices prior to the Final – LH/MB
o Remove from the Choir rules after 2019 competition: The accompaniment must be purely instrumental
and must not contain any vocals’. – LH/MB
o Contact Rachel Parker & David Fellows regarding Stewarding Stockman Finals – MB
o Contact Ben regarding cookery judging - MB

10.

Competitions Rules 2019 – 20– Rules sent by Margaret Bennett to Counties and Steering Group – 22.05.2019 –
14:09pm

Prior to discussion on 2019 – 2020 rules DP informed the group of a potential future partnership
with Farmers Weekly at the ‘Farmers Weekly Festival’ – the NFYFC Board of Management had
been in talks with FW regarding holding competitions at the festival.
Potential competitions that may move to the festival are:
 Farm Skills
 Fence Erecting
 Dancing/Jump Rope or similar
David Fellows asked what time of year the festival would be held and if this would affect Harvest
or Lambing etc. DP pointed out that any time of year would affect agriculture in some way. BD said
SWA would support these competitions being held later in the year. DH said September would not
be a good time of year for the fence erecting competition however, it could be a potential venue
for a 5-nations Tug of War competition.
10.1. Rules

ready for approval– rules have been checked and circulated to County Offices/ Steering Group
Theme – CSG decided there is to be no overall theme for the 2019 – 2020 competitions year
10.1.2. Beef Live & Carcase
10.1.3. Lamb Live & Carcase
10.1.4. Performing Arts (Drama) – Dates for this competition in 2020 are to be confirmed
10.1.5. Member of the Year (18 & Over)
10.1.6. Commercial Dance (26 & Under)
10.1.7. Cheerleading (26 & Under)
10.1.8. Reading (14 & Under) - LL felt the book chosen was unsuitable in this year for WMA. Who chooses the
book? MB explained that at a National Finals books are usually chosen by a English teacher who teaches
this age range and would use the book in their lessons.
10.1.9. Public Speaking (16 & Under)
10.1.10. Debating (26 & Under)
10.1.11. Member of the Year (17 & Under)
10.1.12. Situations Vacant (16 to 21 years)
10.1.13. Pallet Up-Cycling (26 & Under)- theme ‘The Great Outdoors’ to include ‘re-cycling’ or up-cycling pallets –
the rules to simple state two pallets will be provided. Rules will be amended accordingly.
10.1.14. Clay Pigeon Shooting (26 & Under 17, Ladies)
10.1.1.

Fence Erecting (26 & Under) – comments were received from Rob Bell. NFYFC Risk Assessment for this
competition is outdated. LL felt that more marks should be awarded for the risk assessment, but in general
the risk assessment should stay the same.
10.1.16. Kwik Cricket (10 – 16)
10.1.17. Male Football (16 – 26)
10.1.17.1.
Competitions to be sanctioned – note added to rules to make Counties/Areas aware
10.1.18. Ladies Netball (16 – 26)
10.1.19. Dairy Stockjudging - (Under 16, Under 21 and Under 26) –
10.1.20. Sheep Shearing – including BISCA rules and Blue Seal Qualification – and the potential of holding a wool
handling course to be discussed at the next meeting
10.1.21. Tug of War – Ladies & Men’s & GENSB –. It will be compulsory for all competitors to provide
secondary ID when booking in for this competition 10.1.22. Young Stockman of the Year (18 & Under)
10.1.23. Senior Stockman of the Year (26 & Under)
10.1.24. Cookery– celebration dinner – the theme for the cookery competition in 2020 will be ‘Best of British’
with support from ‘Taste of Game’ partners with BASC – to feature one course containing British game
10.1.25. Floral Art – U16, U21, and U26
10.1.15.

10.2. Rules





for further discussion –2019/2020 - The following competitions were chosen for 2019 – 20 and require
further discussion:
10.2.1. Call My Bluff to replace Just a Minute (21 & Under) – feedback on rules - Call my Bluff – this competition
would replace Just a Minute – concerns were received from Wales in the Final about the pronunciation of
words due to language. Cumbria and Staffordshire asked for clarification, is it ‘Would I lie to you?’ or is it
‘Call My Bluff’ –these are two different things. CSG discussed this and decided it would be Call My Bluff
10.2.2. ‘On the News’ (26 & Under) – a live news broadcast on scenarios provided by NFYFC – this is an area
eliminator not direct entry – Staffordshire and Cumbria provided feedback on this competition. CSG
decided to run the competition in the 2019 – 2020 year and see how it is received by Counties and Areas.
10.2.3. Farm Safety Skills – new scenarios to be prepared. NFYFC to monitor the area rounds of this competition
and ask for feedback from Competitors required
Council to Note
o The date of the Drama Competition in 2020 is TBC
o Final Rules for 2019/2020 would be circulated to Counties in the next few weeks
Action Points
o Fence Erecting Risk Assessment to be updated – LH/MB
o Just a Minute to be replaced with Call My Bluff (remove references to ‘Would I Lie to You?’) – LH/MB
o On the News to go ahead for 2019 – 2020 year – All CSG to feedback

Suggestions for new competitions 2020 – 2021
required for 3 x Sports; 2 x Dancing; 2 x Craft Items –
11.1.1. Sports will be: 10 – 16 Rounders, 16 – 26 Mixed Rush Hockey and 16 – 26 Mixed Dodgeball
11.1.2. Dancing will be: Jump Rope and Street Dance
11.1.3. Craft will be: Cube and Auctioneering
11.2. Draft Calendar for 2020/2021 circulated – CSG to note that this may change after discussion around Farmers
Weekly Festival
11.3. Signing in Sheets and Disclaimers – When holding Competitions at county rounds please ensure that the person
for H&S ensure that correct risk assessment are carried out. Several competitions have been held recently a)
similar to the Bush Tucker Trial members must sign a declaration that they have read the rules and agreed as
this is now a requirement of the NFU Insurance Policy.

11.

11.1. Ideas



Council to Note
o 2020 – 2021 Competitions:
 Sports will be: 10 – 16 Rounders, 16 – 26 Mixed Rush Hockey and 16 – 26 Mixed Dodgeball
 Dancing will be: Jump Rope and Street Dance
 Craft will be: Cube and Auctioneering



Action Points
o Finalise 2020 – 2021 Calendar – MB/LH

Area Feedback – unless covered under agenda items above
Area – nothing to add
12.2. East Midlands – no representative at the meeting
12.3. West Midlands – nothing to add
12.4. Eastern Area – nothing to add
12.5. South East Area – no representative at the meeting
12.6. South West Area – nothing to add
12.7. Wales – nothing to add

12.

12.1. Northern

Any other Business
at County/Area Competitions – NFYFC had received reports of alcohol at YFC Competitions at
Area/County especially Tug of War. CSG were asked to feedback to their members that it is not acceptable to
enter the YFC arena under the influence of alcohol. Concerns around safety of competing in Tug of War if under
the influence of alcohol.
13.2. New Members of Staff induction day – MB updated the group on a new staff induction day recently held at
NFYFC, Stoneleigh. 6 members of County staff joined NFYFC staff for the day for an induction to their role.

13.

13.1. Behaviour

14.

Date of next meeting
26th October 2019

14.1. Saturday
15.

Closing remarks – Meeting closed at 4.05pm

